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1 By* Libre Engines Release Notes

2 Introduction

This is a placeholder document. This document is intended to provide the engineering release notes necessary to recreate By*-equivalent services based on the By* Libre Engines. For the moment the document consists only of section headings and brief placeholder text to indicate the intended content. We will provide complete information at some future time.

In the meantime additional further information is available at the By* website at http://www.by-star.net

3 About the By* Libre Engines

The By* Libre Engines comprise the entire body of software required to recreate any By*-equivalent service. It is part of the definition of a Libre Service that such an engine exist, ready for deployment without requiring any further integration work.

The information provided in this document applies to Release 0.1, dated February 07, 2007.

4 Platform Assumptions

These release notes assume that GNU/Debian 3.1 (Sarge) has already been installed.

5 Obtaining the Software

The software can be obtained from the BySource and ByBinary software distribution websites. For more information visit:
http://www.bysource.org
http://www.bybinary.org

6 Libre Platform Genesis Process

Detailed information to be provided later.

7 Site Name Assignment

You will need to create a directory representing your site’s configuration in /opt/public/osmt/siteControl.
8 Server Configuration and Domain Bindings

You will need to create the necessary items files representing your server configurations and domain bindings in /opt/public/osmt/siteControl/yourSite.
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